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Experiment: Liu et. al (2000)
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“The monochromatic macroscopic behavior is elastic, but with an 
effective density of tensorial character and depending on the 
pulsation”

"hatched areas correspond to negative densities , 
i.e., to stopping bands."

Aurialt and Bonnet (1984, 1995)

Early work recognizing anisotropic and negative densities



Anisotropic Density 

Anisotropic density in 
layered materials:
Schoenberg and Sen (1983)
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Recall: A convex set G can be characterized by
its Legendre transform: 



G-closures are not convex sets but can be
characterized by their W-transform

W-transforms generalize the idea of Legendre
transforms



Need to know the 7 energy functions



Result of Avellaneda (1987):

Orthogonality conditions

If then 

can be easily computed



They are attained by sequentially layered laminates, and we 
call the material which attains the minimum in 

the Avellaneda material, with elasticity tensor

Maxwell (1873)



Obvious bounds:

Main result: in many cases these bounds are sharp



Theorem



When        has one zero eigenvalue, and the 
other eigenvalues of opposite signs,

= 0When                             has at least two roots
and                       is never positive or negative 
definite



Idea of proof: Insert into the Avellaneda material a 
thin walled structure with sets of
parallel walls:

Inside the walls put the appropriate multimode
material



Modifying the pentamodes:



An exciting frontier in homogenization theory: 
space time microstructures

Systematically studied by Lurie, among others, but much remains to be done

To illustrate some novel features I will talk about a special class of space
time microstructures supporting a new class of wave: field patterns

Joint work
With Ornella Mattei











What happens at a time interface?

Bacot, Labousse, Eddi, Fink, and Fort, Nature 2016



Thinking of the wave equation as a conductivity problem

Poddubny, Ivan Iorsh, Pavel Belov
& Yuri Kivshar

[See, e.g. the review Poddubny, Iorsh, Belov,
Kivshar, 2013]











How to avoid this complicated cascade?

Lurie, Onofrei, and Weekes (2009) suggested having a zero
impedance mismatch:



Curiously they found accumulations of the characteristic lines:

A bit like a shock but in a linear medium!

















Note: oscillations continue
after the wavefront!





















Bloch Waves are:
Infinitely Degenerate!



What about other field pattern geometries? 



Alternatively one can have staggered inclusions:











Bloch Wave:
Infinitely Degenerate!
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